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Jefferson College of Health Professions 
and Jefferson College of Pharmacy 
Monday, May 22, 10:00 a.m. 
Processional 
Trumpet Voluntary 




The Reverend R. Bruce Todd, Organist 
Richard W. Hevner 
Chair, Board of Trustees 
Thomas Jefferson University 
and Jefferson Health 
Presentation of Colors U.S. Armed Forces Career Center, Philadelph ia 
The National Anthem 
Convocation and Remarks 
Conferring of Honorary Degree 
Patrick T. Harker, PhD 
Conferring of Degrees in Course 
Jefferson College of Health Professions 
Jefferson College of Pharmacy 
Recessional 
Pomp and Circumstance 
Stephen K. Klasko, MD, MBA 
President and CEO 
Thomas Jefferson University 
and Jefferson Health 
Mark L. Tykocinski, MD 
Provost and Executive Vice President, 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Dean, Sidney Kimmel Medical College 
President Klasko 
President Klasko 
Debra S. Zelnick, OTD 
Interim Dean 
Jefferson College of Health Professions 
Rebecca S. Finley, PharmD 
Dean 
Jefferson College of Pharmacy 
Elgar 
Reverend Todd 
The audience is requested to remain seated during the Academic Procession and Recession. 
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Jefferson College of Nursing 
Monday, May 22, 2:30 p.m. 
Processional 
Trumpet Volunta ry 




The Reverend R. Bruce Todd, Organist 
Richard W. Hevner 
Chair, Board of Trustees 
Thomas Jefferson University 
and Jefferson Health 
Presentation of Colors U.S. Armed Forces Career Center, Philadelphia 
The National Anthem 
Convocation and Remarks 
Conferring of Honorary Degree 
Eileen T. Breslin, PhD, RN, FAAN 
Conferring of Degrees in Course 
Jefferson College of Nursing 
Recessional 
Pomp and Circumstance 
Stephen K. Klasko, MD, MBA 
President and CEO 
Thomas Jefferson University 
and Jefferson Health 
Mark L. Tykocinski, MD 
Provost and Executive Vice President, 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Dean, Sidney Kimmel Medical College 
President Klasko 
President Klasko 
Ann Phalen, PhD 
Interim Dean 
Jefferson College of Nursing 
Elgar 
Reverend Todd 
The audience is requested to remain seated during the Academic Procession and Recession. 
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Jefferson College of Health Professions 
Candidates for the Degree of Doctor of Occupational Therapy 
Kelly D. Auld-Wright.. . . . .. Los Angeles, CA Ilana Giller ... ... . ...... Potomac, MD 
Sandra Irene Bostwick.. . . .. ... . ... . Stratford, NJ Fatima Hendricks .. ... . . Cape Town, South Africa 
Andrea Kathryn Brown .. . ..... . .. . .. Pittsburgh, PA Annmarie Therese Kinsella . . ... Schuyler, NY 
Susan E. Connor. ..... Morrisville, PA Joseph Muniak . . . . . . Havertown, PA 
Gina Fox. . . . . . . . . . ........ . . Lancaster, PA Jessica Marie Ng . . ... . .. .. . . . .. . . Staten Island, NY 
Shruti U Gadkari. . . . .. San Francisco, CA Annalisa Synnestvedt ...... .. . . . . . . Bryn Athyn, PA 
Gabrielle R. Giannetti ... . . . . . . ... Willow Grove, PA 
Candidates for the Degree of Doctor of Physical Therapy 
Megan K. Abbott .. . . . . . .. . . Philadelphia, PA Lesley Catherine Martin . . . . Doylestow n, PA 
Jillian K. Alderfer . . ...... Wallenpaupack, PA Megan Elizabeth Martin .. . Winchester, VA 
Brittany A. Bechtold . . . . . Lancaster, PA Kelsey Christine Matika . . . .. . . ... Schnecksville, PA 
.. . ... . . . Lancaster, PA 
.. Lebanon, PA 
Kaitlin T Mccaffrey . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Auburn,\ WA 
Deanna Simone Namowicz 
Christopher Massie Bell 
Danielle E. Bond ..... 
Douglas Mitchell Bream Elizabethtown, PA Kelly Lynn Nelson 
. . . . . Nanticoke, PA 
. . . ... . .. ... West Chester, PA 
Carol Marie Brophy . . . . ... Annandale, NJ Blair Elise Nettles . . . . . . . . . Warrenton, VA 
Nicole Marie Buscema ..... ... .. . .. . Holmdel, NJ Alexis Arnet Nyekan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bensalem, PA 
Sarah Elizabeth Calvanico . . ... Colts Neck, NJ Chinonso Andrea Okoro . . . . . . . . . .Gibbsboro, NJ 
Francis Kyle Carlson . . ... . .. .. . . . ... Roebling, NJ Emily Alicia Ott . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Newtow n, PA 
Nicholas Luigi Cifelli . . . . . . . . . . .... Ewing, NJ Abigail Ann Pagano ... . ...... Cherry Hill, NJ 
Kelly A. Diviny ...... . . . .. . ........ Richboro, PA Sarah Caitlin Pittman . ... Wynnewood, PA 
Kathleen A. Doyle . . . . . Schuylkill Haven, PA Chelsey Elizabeth Provencher ...... Warrington, PA 
Samuel John Essy ........ .. . .. . State College, PA Bryan A. Rahter Somers Point, NJ 
Kelly F. Foedinger .... . .... .. ...... Phoenixville, PA Katherine Rathman . . . . . . . ... Lancaster, PA 
Tracy Janet Galek . . . . . . . . . . .Oakland, NJ Laura E. Reichard ..... .. . ... . . .. . . . Harrisburg, PA 
Rachel Ann Gannon . .. . . .. . .... West Chester, PA Ashley E. Robertson . . . . . . . . . . . . Flanders, NJ 
Emily A. Gibson ... . .. . . . . . . . . ..... . . Reading, PA Adriana Rodriguez . ... . . .. . .. .. . . . Oceanside, CA 
Gregory W. Goff Ill .. . . . . .. . . . . . . ... Brigantine, NJ Alissa Dawn Roselli ...... . .. . . .... South River, NJ 
Adora M. Goldovsky .. Voorhees, NJ Erin Kelly Saucier . . . . . . . . . . . .. Madison, CT 
Pavel Grafov ... . ..... . . . . .. . .. ... Dartmouth, MA Jeffrey Matthew Savier . ... . . . ... .. Jersey City, NJ 
Daniel David Gray . . . ..... Johnstown, PA Jamie Alexandra Scarcella ... Scarsdale, NY 
Mark A. Griffin ........ . . . ... . .... Haddonfield, NJ Brittany Morgan Shull . . . . . . . . . .. . . Cherry Hill, NJ 
Crystal J. Hitz ........... . . . .... . .. Annville, PA Casey E. Sinex . ... Oxford, PA 
Brandon Joseph Hornick . . Hazle Township, PA Courtney J. Smeltzer .. . . . . . . .. . Scotch Plains, NJ 
Catherine Margaret Hughes . .. Montgomeryville, PA Andrew Knight Smith ..... . .. . 
Stephanie Ruth Johnson .. .. . . . .. Philadelphia, PA Rebecca Michelle Stack . ... . . .. . . 
. Hockessin, DE 
. . . Exton, PA 
Bethlehem, PA Nicholas R. Kuperman . . 
Eric Daniel Lesniak ... 
. . . Philadelphia, PA 
... Vestavia Hills, AL 
Benton Edwin Lindaman West Des Moines, IA 
Lindsay P. Lipsky. . .Langhorne, PA 
Katy Maura Loughran ..... . . .. . . . . Wallingford, PA 
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Emily Ann Starner .. . . . . 
Christine Carolina Stevenson 
Marisa Lynn Umble .. 
Abigail Grace Wood 
Andrew Michael Zarrilli .. . .. . . . 
Downingtown, PA 
. . . . . . Gap, PA 
. . . Lumberton, NJ 
Downingtown, PA 
Candidates for the Degree of Master of Science in Medical Laboratory 
Sciences and Biotechno logy 
Silwan Abdul ahad Akhon . Philadelphia, PA 
Mashael Naif Alanazi . . . . . Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 
Ayat Jamil Alansari . . . .. . .. . . .. Mecca, Saudi Arabia 
Uthman Mohammed Alghamdi .. Abha, Saudi Arabia 
Fa rd us Aljunibi . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA 
Afraa Samir Alsubhani . . . Makkah, Saudi Arabia 
Shayan Askari . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . Shiraz, Iran 
Rouzana F. Khayat. . .. . . .. . . .. Jeddah, Saudi Arabia 
Sean Patrick Law rence . 
Shaw n Casey London 
Nga Lu . . . . . . . . . 
Nabila Menadli. 
Nassouh Moura bet . 
Jaymil V. Patel . 
. . . . Harleysvi lle, PA 
.. . . Oxford, PA 
Philadelphia, PA 
Philadelphia, PA 
. ... . .. Richboro, PA 
Felicia Bandos . . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . Springfield, PA Matthew S. Pepper .. ... . . . . 
.. . Millsboro, DE 
Philadelphia, PA 
Christina A. Barbato . .. . . .... . . . . . . . Barrington, NJ Salema Fawzi Ousty . 
Gregory Charles Battaglia ...... . . .. . Springfield, PA Alen Saju 
. .. . Waretown, NJ Aust in Quintin Scafidi .. 
. .. .. . Mecca, Saudi Arabia 
. Philadelphia, PA 
. . . New Orleans, LA Jordyn Clancy Caporale . . 
Jo El Catherine Caselli . 
Nikkol Alexandra Costa 
. .Ham monton, NJ Stephanie Sprout . . ... .. . . . . . . .. . . Lindenwold, NJ 
. .. . . Glenolden, PA Marlena Szydlowska ... .. . .. ... . .. Philadelphia, PA 
Emily Eleanore Dekhtyar .... . Hunt ingdon Valley, PA Areej Farouq Turkistani . . . Taif, Saudi Arabia 
.. Ta if, Saudi Arabia Khadidja Derrouche. . . . . . . . . . . Phi ladelphia, PA Jumanah Farouq Tl'.lrkistani . 
Samantha Ann Dori . . . .... . . . . . . .. Hainesport, NJ Cassandra Marie Van Horn . . New Haven, CT 
Cynthia Chipollini Escajadillo . . . . . Ardmore, PA Tina Lee Van Voorh ies . . . . . .. . . . . . Hawthorne, NJ 
Amber Fussell . . . . . . . . . . . . Pennsauken, NJ Ennis Xhepa. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . Elbasan, Albania 
Swati Gupta . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Flushing, NY Sidney Yep . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . ... . . Phi ladelphia, PA 
Ella Haluza . Philadelphia, PA Hyej i Yoon . . . Daegu, South Korea 
. Newark, DE Charmaine Alejandro lngreso . . . . .. . . Baldwin, NY Veronica C. Zimmerman . 
Candidates fo r the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Medical Laboratory 
Sciences and Biotechnology and Master of Science in Medical Laboratory 
Sciences and Biotechnology 
Caitlin J. Bowen .. . . .. . . .......... Lumberton, NJ Elizabeth Pritchard .. ... . . ... .. . . .. Hainesport, NJ 
Liza Michaela Dorfman . . . . . . .. . . . .. Voorhees, NJ Yana Sharpadskaya . .. . . . .. . .. . . . Bucks County, PA 
Candidates for the Degree of Master of Family Therapy 
Devon Lehn Abdo . .. . . .. .. Laguna Hills, CA Amelia R. Innis . . .. . .. . . ...... . . . . Phi ladelphia, PA 
Colby Corrine Agostinelli .. .. .. . ... . Baltimore, MD Jernice Lindsay . . . . . . . . . . . . Brooklyn, NY 
Sarah I. Bauer . .. Toms River, NJ Nicole Lauren Maldonado .. . . .. .. . Howell, NJ 
Kathryn Jane Bongiorno . . . Moorestown, NJ Zemi S. Moore . . . . . ... . Atlanta, GA 
Candyce A. Brown . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . Allentown, PA David Johnston Norse . . . . . . Sherwood, OR 
Ryan Cocron . . . . . . . .... . . ... . . Langhorne, PA Akilah J. Pierre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Philadelphia, PA 
Esra Nihan Duman .. .. .. .... ... . . . Istanbul, Turkey Anna Marie Raport . . . . . . . .. . .. Co llingdale, PA 
Lily G. Dunlap . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . Lawton, OK 
Adam Justin Goodman . . .. ... . . . . . Palm Beach, FL 
Victoria Samon Greene . 
Carolyn Haeck .. . 
. .. . . . . . . . . Lynchburg, VA 
Seattle, WA 
Brandee Danielle Silverman . ... . . . Chadds Ford, PA 
Katherine Ann Wendler . . .. . ... . . ... . . Jackson, WI 
Marissa Taylor Zerby. . . . . Lock Haven, PA 
Michael Joseph Zw izanski. . Philadelphia, PA 
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Candidates for the Degree of Master of Science in Occupational Therapy 
Jennifer Theresa Arnold 
Cordelia Erskine Drexel Biddle . 
Chelsey Leigh Baranski . 
Philadelphia, PA Emily Vivian Kukuruda .. 
Philadelphia, PA Janina Lamb ... 
.. . . Monroe, CT Kelly Elizabeth Lapp .... .. . .. . . 
. Pittsburgh, PA 
Philadelphia, PA 
Doylestow n, PA 
Juliet Ashley Braun .. 
Christopher P. Burba . 
Caitlin Alice Chapla 
Iris Chiu . ..... .. . 
Kayla Patricia Ciliento. 
Samantha Ann Crosby . . 
Erika R. Dobson . 
Alison C. Fell .... 
Talya Mae Fidellaga. 
Stephanie Wai Peng Foo . 
Elizabeth Mairs Gephart . . . 
Amanda L. Gilkey . . 
Lindsay Kiehl Good . 
.Austin , TX Matthew S Lardieri .... . . . .. .. . . . .. . Baltimore, MD 
. Olney, MD Bess Lender ...... . ..... ... .. . . ... Havertown, PA 
. . . Rydal, PA Phebe B. Lockyer . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pittsburgh, PA 
Parsippany, NJ Emily Elizabeth Lowry . 
. .. Mahwah, NJ Siobhaun Bridget Manion 
. . Newark, DE Emily L. Meltzer ... 
.. Dunmore, PA Tanisha M. Monte . 
Nicole Amanda Morales. 
... Sea Girt, NJ 
. Broomall, PA 
.. . . . . . Wynnewood, PA 
.. . ... Philadelphia, PA 
. . Tampa, FL 
..... Wayne, PA 
. Parsippany, NJ Cristina Frescata Morganheira . . .. Huntingdon Valley, PA 
. Birmingham, AL Carina M. Occhiuzzo . . .. ... Gaithersburg, MD 
. . Newtown Square, PA Jillian Hinderhofer Permar . 
. . Media, PA Kristin Elizabeth Pohlman ... 
. .Wilmington, DE Michaela G. Scotten . 
. ... Wilmington, DE 
. . . . . Malvern, PA 
Deborah Kay Greenwa~d .. . .. .. . . . .. . Narberth, PA Meghan Mary Sharkey .. . 
. Lincoln Park, NJ 
. . ... Villanova, PA 
. North Fairfield, OH 
. . lselin, NJ 
.Staten Island, NY 
... Brick, NJ 
Framingham, MA 
Philadelphia, PA 
. . . . . Fort Worth, TX 
. . . . . . State College, PA 
Kari ssa Marie Gretkowski .. .... . . . . .. Sewell, NJ Chasity E. Traxler .. .. 
Diane Carey Heil . . . Philadelphia, PA Kathryn Tagorda Tuazon . 
Marissa Ellen Heller ... . . ..... . . . . Los Angeles, CA Deanna M. Veasey 
Jennifer Cooper Hock ... .. . .. . . . Philadelphia, PA Timothy D. Veltre .. .. . 
Jovilin Ann Joe .. . 
Stephanie D. Johler 
Lindsay Taylor Johnson .. . 
Philadelphia, PA Hannah Beth Werblin . 
. . Monroe Township, NJ Brenna B. Whalen . . . 
.. . Bethlehem, PA Wesley Andrew Young . 
Meredith Leigh Kilduff . .. . .Haddon Heights, NJ Allison Julia Ziff . 
Rebecca Michelle Krysiak . . .Wilmington, DE Jenna Zwiebel . . ... .... . . . ... .. ... . Bel Air, MD 
Candidates for the Degree of Master of Science in Occupational Therapy 
and Bachelor of Science in Occupation and Health 
Ariana Marie Amato . .... 
Kassandra India Beckage .. 
Amanda N. Breem 
. . . , .. Mullica Hill, NJ 
. . . Pen Argyl, PA 
.. .. . Denville, NJ 
Karly Marie Brown . . . . . ... . . . . . .. Jarrettsville, MD 
Jenna Rose Grady .. ... .... .. . . West Deptford, NJ 
Danielle Renee Greer . ... . . . . . . . . .. Pine Hill, NJ 
Jamie Nicole Hediger . . . . . . Warrington, PA 
Caitlin Marie Hunter . . . ... Suscon, PA 
Samantha Marie Kampmeier . . . . . . Eagleville, PA 
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Elizabeth J. Lafferty . ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . Stratford, NJ 
Kerri Lynne McCarty .. . . . Sicklerville, NJ 
Lauren Danielle Mikalauskas ... . .. Mount Laurel, NJ 
Bryanna Rochelle Resh ... .. ... .. Westminster, MD 
Elisabeth Marie Richt . .. . . ... .... . . . Manhattan, KS 
Sarah Danielle Runion .. ... . . . . . . . . .... Yardley, PA 
Katherine Ann Storms ... . ... . ... . ... ... . Erial, NJ 
Renee Michelle Tallman .. . . . .. . .. . . .. Rutledge, PA 
Candidates for the Degree of Master of Science 
in Radiologic and Imaging Sciences 
Abdulrahman I. Abu Aqil . . . ... . Philadelphia, PA Shatha Alwethinani ...... ...... Riyadh, Saudi Arabia 
Hussain Abdualbaqi Abusreer .. . . . Oatif, Saudi Arabia Talal Z. Alzuwayyid . ... ...... Dammam, Saudi Arabia 
Dhafer S. Al Bahri .. . ... .. ...... Najran, Saudi Arabia lssack Endeshaw Boru . . ... Chapel Hill, NC 
Audhah Saeed Alamry ....... Dammam, Saudi Arabia Kelly Elizabeth Byrne .. . 
Bader Nasser Alhuzaimy ........ Riyadh, Saudi Arabia Amanda Marie George 
Manal Ali ALNasser . .. . . . . .. ..... Oatif, Saudi Arabia 
Candidates for the Degree of Master of Science 
in Physician Assistant Studies 
Amelia Michelle Alber 
Thomas Christopher Arnold 
. . . . . . Linwood, NJ 
. . . . . . . . . . Sewell, NJ 
Jocelyn Marie Kuchta . ...... . 
Morgan Elizabeth Leh . . 
Samantha M. Atchison . . . .. . Massapequa, NY Brendan Patrick Magerr 
Victoria Lynn Atchison . . . .... Massapequa, NY Chelsea J. Majid 
Cassandra Marie Colosimo .... .. ... .. Reading, PA Kevin E. Massey 
Patrick Callahan Denning . .. ........ . .. . . . Boise, ID Joseph Wyman Meindl ... . 
Kaitlyn Mary Dooley . . . . . . . . . . .. Lee, MA Jordan Denise Mele 
Katelyn Marie Dowling . . . .. . . . ... .. .. Bensalem, PA Keriann L. Napora 
Lauren Rae Eisenhauer ... .. ... . . .... Lebanon, PA Jillian Kate O'Hara 
. .... Mantua, NJ 
. .. Alexandria, VA 
Ridgefield, CT 
. . ... Yardley, PA 
. . Logan Township, NJ 
. . . Oceanside, NY 
. .. Harleysville, PA 
. .Orchard Park, NY 
. . ... Pittsburgh, PA 
. .... Butler, PA 
. .. Glassboro, NJ 
Madeline Marie Friese .. West Chester, PA Ryan Nicholas Pafford ..... .. .... . . Bloomington, IN 
.... . ...... ... . ... Avon Lake, OH 
. ..... .. . ... Hartsville, PA 
. . . . . . . . . . . Springfield, VA 
David J. Park . . . . . . . . . . Atlanta, GA 
Michaela Tanya Riordan 
Rosa Dora Samuels .. . 
. .. .. ... Dallas, TX 
. .... Philadelphia, PA 
Olivia M. Giardino 
Molly Mae Grove 
Fareeha Haq .. 
Zachary Hertzel ... . Baldwin, KS Joanna G. Smith . . . . . ....... . ... Saranac Lake, NY 
Julianna Nicole Jarvis ..... . . .. ......... Clinton, NJ Pradosh Varghese 
Danielle Lauren King . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Great Neck, NY Jessica M. Zarzycki 
. ... Bergenfield, NJ 
. ...... , .. Huntingdon Valley, PA 
Candidates for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Medical Laboratory 
Sciences and Biotechnology 
Yuliya Bursakovska . 
Philly Chan ... .. . .. . .. . . 
Chau Dang 
Geraldine N. Dimalaluan ..... . 
Stephanie Henry 
Ruth Holsopple 
Alma Hoxha . . ... .. .. . . . 
. .. Philadelphia, PA John A. Minot .. 
Philadelphia, PA Hai Nguyen ... . 
Saigon, Viet Nam Chi T. Pham .. . 





Philadelphia, PA Jahmarley T. Samuels . . . . . .... . . . Philadelphia, PA 
. . . Pottstown, PA Marie C. Sanon .. . . . . . .. . . .... Edgewater Park, NJ 
Berat, Albania Marlin K. Tawadros . . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA 
Sorie P. Kargbo . . . . . . . . . . Freetown, Sierra Leone Michael Wong Levittown, PA 
. Broomall, PA Kelly Ann Kresge ... .. .. . . ... . . . . . Tannersville, PA Sze Wan Yeung 
Malorie P. Massaro . . . . .. . . . . .... .. ... Marlton, NJ 
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Cand idates for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Radiolog ic Sciences 
Nicole Catherine Abuhamad .... Virginia Beach, VA Christina Irene Malinoski .. . . . Pitman, NJ 
.. Springfield, PA 
. . ..... Belmar, NJ 
Courtney Allston . . . . .. . . . ... . . . Myrtle Beach, SC Kimberly Marino . 
. . Washington Township, NJ 
.... ...... Old Bridge, NJ 
Matthew Joseph Marquez 
Colleen Rose Martin .. . .. .. . .. .. . . Jenkintown, PA 
Gina Rosa Alvarez . . 
Monsurat 0 . Aminu . 
Elizabeth A. Archut 
Muath Ahmed Bajarwan 
Maureen Erin Beck 
Brittany Rose Benson 
Kathryn L. Best . 
Philadelphia, PA Sidney Maye Mathis . .. . .. . . . .. . . Mullica Twp, NJ 
Amber L. Blatt .. 
. Jeddah, Saudi Arabia 
..... . . Williamstow n, NJ 
... Pottstown, PA 
.. . . Mullica Hill, NJ 
. . ..... .. . .. Williamstown, NJ 
Jessica Marie Maursky .. . . . . . .. .. . Manalapan, NJ 
Nicho las Edward Maursky . . .. . .... Manalapan, NJ 
Casey Lyn McClure 
Brianna Leigh Milillo 
Yifei Mu 
Fairless Hills, PA 
.. . . . . . Erial, NJ 
Philadelphia, PA 
Alexis L. Brown ... . . ... . . . . 
Jaclyn M. Brown . . 
Rachel Caroline Brutko 
Crystal Lee Butterworth 
...... Newfield, NJ Tram Thuy Nguyen .. 
.. Northbridge, MA True Nguyen .. . 
. .. . . . .... Reading, PA 
Philadelphia, PA 
. . . . . Levittown, PA 
. . . . . Levittown, PA 
. Camp Hill, PA 
. El Dorado Hills, CA 
. . . . .. Glassboro, NJ 
. . . . . . . Glendora, CA 
. .... Lansdale, PA Stephanie Maryann Oberto 
Lan T. Chau . .. . . . . . . 
.... Salisbury, MD 
. . . . . Pennsauken, NJ 
. Glassboro, NJ Gabrielle Lynn Collinsworth . . 
Christina Costantino 
Dana Costantino . 
Diana Marie Cusick 
. Sicklerville, NJ 
... Oaklyn, NJ 
.. .... . . .. .. West Chester, PA 
April Leigh Delikat .. . .. . . .. . .. ... Quakertown, PA 
Megan Dellinger ... . .. . . . . .. . .. ... Lindenwold, NJ 
Lindsay Marie Devlin .. ...... . . . . . . . . Audubon. NJ 
Katrina A. Ortman 
Georgia Paparoidamis . 
Shree Patel . .. 
Kaylyn Marie Pellegrino 
Renee Lea Peterson 
Jessica K. Piperno . . . . . . . . .. . Turnersville, NJ 
Matthew Cordero Rosa .. . . . . .. . . . Philadelphia, PA 
Rachel Rosenzweig ... .. . . . .. . . .. Philadelphia, PA 
Jessica Scidurlo ... . . . .. .. . . . . . . Southampton, PA 
Erica Marie Duerr .. . .. . . . . .... ... . Turnersville, NJ Rachel C. Sexton .... ... . . . . .. ... ... Horsham, PA 
Elizabeth A. Ehret . . .... . . ... ...... Collegeville, PA Jennifer K. Sgarlata ... .. . . . ..... . . Collegeville, PA 
Marisa A. Eisenhower . . ... ... . .... Clementon, NJ Allison Marie Shaffer ... . . . .. . .. . . . Gilbertsville, PA 
Jodi L. Fahey .... . Bangor, ME Michelle Lynne Silvestro . . . .. .. . . .. Gibbstown, NJ 
Jobin Jacob George . . . Bensalem, PA Lisa Kerrie Sorendino . . . ... . . . . ... Warri ngton, PA 
Amanda C. Germana . ... . Egg Harbor Township, NJ Mikela Sotiri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA 
Emily Hall . . . . ........... .. .. . .. Philadelphia, PA Serina A. Swiderski . 
Ashley Elizabeth Hargrove . . .. Eagleville, PA Bijoy Thomas 
.. Runnemede, NJ 
. . . Bergenfield, NJ 
Kyle Stephen Howard . . Glenside, PA Virginia Torres . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Norristown, PA 
Ian Benjamin Jackson Philadelphia, PA Lauren Elizabeth Tressel Pembroke, MA 
Sumalaxmi Janapati . . . . . . . . Vidyanagar, India Rebekah Mary Valentine .. Philadelphia, PA 
Lauren F. Johnson .... . . . . . . .... .. Phoenixville, PA Jaclyn Leigh Wajda . . . . . . . . . .. Williamstown, NJ 
Gaelen William Karol . . . . . . . . . . . . . Medford, NJ Katherine Grace Zehr Walker . . . .. . .. . Bluffton, OH 
JoAnna Victo ria Koveal . . . .. . . . . .. . Glen Mills, PA Shanno n Lee Weidle .. . . . . . . . . . . .. Aston, PA 
. . . . Sewell, NJ Lauren Ashley Ladinski . . .. .. . . . .... .. Howell, NJ Crystal A. Willard -Moore 
Jason Jon Lam biase ... .. . . . . Ocean Township, NJ 
Justine Leigh Leschke 
Sarah DeeAnne Liendo 
Patrick Macomber ..... 
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... Lancaster, PA 
... . . . Shamokin, PA 
Philadelphia, PA 
Jessica Taylor Wilson ... ..... .. West Deptford, NJ 
Ashley Elizabeth Wright .. . Mullica Hill, NJ 
Stacey N. Yeager .......... . . . . . Drexel Hill, PA 
Candidates fo r the Degree of Bachelo r o f Science 
in Health Services Management 
Dana M. Kane .. Philadelphia, PA Rita Marie Pinto . . . . . . . . . ..... .. . Philadelphia, PA 
Cynthia Yvette Perez .. . . . .. . .. . . Philadelphia, PA 
Candidates for the Degree of Bachelo r o f Science in Health Stud ies 
Shawna Marie-Clark Leeds . . .. . .. .. . . . . . Berlin, NJ Jill Tarquini 
. . .. . . . .. . .. Berlin, NJ 
Candidates for the Degree of Bachelo r o f Science in Health Services 
Management Information Systems 
Gary M. Bea ... . .. . .... . . Philadelphia, PA Veronika Dubrovina . . .. . . . . ... . . . .. . . Jamison, PA 
Meng W. Chio .. . ..... . . .. . Philadelphia, PA Cait lin Opal Flem ing . . .... . . . . .... .. . . Media, PA 
Candidates for the Degree of Bachelo r of Science in 
Health Professions Management 
Maria R. Francesco . . Philadelphia, PA 
Candidates fo r the Degree of Associate in Science in Business 
Florencia J. Campbell 
. .... Philadelphia, PA Sheila M. Colalongo 
. . . .. .. Philadelphia, PA 
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Jefferson College of Pharmacy 
Candidates for the Degree of Doctor of Pharmacy 
Benson Eric Sumngat Aningalan ... Cherry Hill, NJ Jensy Mathew . ..... .. . ... New Milford, NJ 
Peter S. Baudy ........ . 
Diway Ibarra Bermudez 
Doylestown, PA Richard Taylor Mearhoff 
. Modesto, CA Luis Antonio Mendez Jr. 
Kristen Marie Boor . . ... . . . ......... Perkasie, PA Monica J. Montwani 
Jessica Lynne Burkhart . Holtwood, PA Melissa Joan Murphy 
. ... Douglassvi lle, PA 
Philadelphia, PA 
West Chester, PA 
.... Turnersville, NJ 
Elizabeth Ann Cannon-Dang . ... Tarpon Springs, FL Hung Minh Nguyen . . ... . .. . . ..... Lynnwood, WA 
Martina Cvijetic 
Tyler Michael Dally . . . 
Kevin Minh-Khoi Dang 
. . ... . . . . ..... Phoenix, AZ Kenneth Francis O'Donnell 
. .. .... . . ... Allentown, PA Samil Patel .. . . . .. . .. . . 
.. . . .... . ...... Fort Lee, NJ Jennifer Pham .. 
.Santa Barbara, CA 
..... Ozark, AL 
. San Jose, CA 
Hanifah Jamilah Davis . . . . . . . . . . . Sacramento, CA Laura Lynn Phillips . . . . Woolwich Twp., NJ 
Shannon Beth Doherty .. . . . . .... Port Republic, NJ Elizabeth Marie Pigott Downingtown, PA 
Libby Ann Drumm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Milan, IL Kyle Zenon Rajkowski .. . . . . . . . ....... Newark, DE 
Jenna L. Fancher . . . . . . . . . . . Kingsley, PA Leon Allan Sakkal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brooklyn, NY 
Heather Marie Gallagher. . . Sicklerville, NJ Majid Nawaz Shafi . Brooklyn, NY 
Joseph Ryan Gentes . · . . . . . . . . . . .. Marlton, NJ Megan Marie Shipsky . . . . . . .. .. ...... Jermyn, PA 
Olukayode Gomes . 
Lillian Han .... 
Chenxi Huang 
Kaivin Vinod Jayani 
Anuja Kanaskar . 
Ariel Sooryung Kim 
Jeeyeoun Kim 
Roselle, NJ Elizabeth Marie Shober .. . . . . ...... . Barnesville, PA 
Fountain Valley, CA Anshika Singh . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . ... . . Walnut, CA 
. Middletown, DE 
. . . . . . . . . . Chino Hills, CA 
. . . Cheshire, CT 
. ... . East Northport, NY 
.. . . Baltimore, MD 
Alexis Jacqueline Stinson . .... . .. . ... Lancaster, PA 
Carrie Angela Tan . . ... . . . 
My Hanh Truong Ton . . . . . 
Pasadena, CA 
. Woodlynne, NJ 
. Troy, Ml 
Sai Ashrith Kundur ............ . .Hightstown, NJ 
Barbara Maria Truskolawski 
Margaret Hu-Shan Wang 
Kristina Ann Wardwell 
. Barrigada, GU 
Mount Laurel, NJ 
Richard James LaCoursiere 
lnae Lee. 
Kevin Michael Mahoney Jr. 
.. Fredericksburg, VA Jeremiah Philip Warner . . . ..... York, PA 
. Hatboro, PA Jessica Anne Wilczynski . . .. .. ... Cinnaminson, NJ 
Philadelphia, PA Deirdre Ann Yarosh 
Natalie Marie Massari .. . ... . ... West Deptford, NJ Tina Zanganeh .. . . 
Philadelphia, PA 
Philadelphia, PA 
Jabin Joseph Mathew . . ..... ... . . Staten Island, NY 
As fin al action cannot be taken before the program goes to press, Thomas Jefferson University reserves the right to add or 
withdraw names f rom the list of can didates for degrees and certificates. 
In curricula such as the degree program in Occupational Therapy, candidates complete f ormal course work prior to 
Commencement andfu/fill additional clinical requirements during the summer. Students in these programs participate in 
these Commencement Exercises but receive their diplomas only after all requirements have been satisfied. 
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Jefferson College of Health Professions 




Jason Schafer, PharmD 
Alok Bhushan, PhD 
David R. C lawson 
Raelynn Cooter, PhD 
Kenneth W. Covelman, PhD 
Tina DeAngelis, EdD 
Frances Gi lm an, DHSc 
Barbara M. Goldsm ith, PhD 
E. Adel Herge, OTO 
Mary Hess, PharmD 
Abrin Jacobson, MS 
Usha Jenemann, MS 
Cate Lysionek 
Janice K. Marini 
Susan McFadden 
Shelley Osagie, Ed D 
Michael J. Paquet, MS 
Lucia D. Pernot 
Cynthia A. Sanoski, PharmD 
Roseann C. Schaff, PhD 
Thomas Stew art 
Elena M. Umland, PharmD 
Nannette Vliet, EdM 
Susan Wainwright, PhD 
Mary Wolfe, MS 
Michele Zaw o ra, MD 
La-Ree Henry 
lleka lfeji ka 
Dr. Klasko would like to thank all the volun teers who assisted in making this day 
memor able for our graduates an d f amilies. 
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Jefferson College of Nursing 
Candidates for the Degree of Doctor of Nursing Practice 
Mary Christine Agnew .. 
Alexandra Michele Capano 
Wyomissing, PA Lynda Marie Peoples ...... . 
Philadelphia, PA Ylenia Ann Quiaoit . 
. . . Springfield, PA 
Philadelphia, PA 
Janice M. Carsello ... . Philadelphia, PA Barbara Jeanne Romig . . ... . .. .. .Douglassville, PA 
Mary P. Friedman . . . . Shamong, NJ Michele Kacmarcik Savin ... . . .. . . .Wilmington, DE 
Regina Garbarino .. . ... . . .. .......... Marlton, NJ 
Candidates for the Post-Master's Certificate in Nursing 
Sandra Marie Ahlswede . . Philadelphia, PA Lisa Goolrick Martin . . . . . ..... Powhatan, VA 
Coleen Dever .. . . .. Newtown Square, PA Robin S. Miller . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Voorhees, NJ 
Rita M. Dundon . .. . .. . ... . .. . Ambler, PA Jennifer Nolte .. . ..... . . .. . Harleysville, PA 
Kimberly Anne Egarian .... Parsippany, NJ Suma Philip ...... . .. . ...... . .. Philadelphia, PA 
Susan F. Galiczynski ... .. . . .. .. Philadelphia, PA Christine Rosner .. . ... ... ..... .. ... Cherry Hill, NJ 
Michelle D. Kutner . . . . . . . . . . .. Lincroft. NJ Kevin C. Tipon .. . .. .... . .. . ... ... Jacksonville, FL 
Chen Li .. .. .. ... . . .. . .. ... San Diego, CA 
Candidates for the Degree of Master of Science in Nursing 
Samuel Anders Acebo .. . ....... Chico, CA Jillian Rose Carp . . ... . .......... ... Horsham, PA 
Sandra M. Ahlswede ............. Philadelphia, PA James Evan Cautillo . .... . . . ... ... . Winthrop, MA 
Allison Allen ........ . . . . . .... .. .... Levittown, PA Sharon Y. Cave . . ....... Philadelphia, PA 
Diana Bainbridge . ... .... .. . . ... Philadelphia, PA Aleena Haeseon Chang . . . . . . . . . . . Lansdale, PA 
Stephanie Fuga Barndt ............ Phoenixville, PA Alicia Donhee Chong . . . . Goldsboro, NC 
Mamie Jenneh Bayoh .... . . . .. . . ... Plainsboro, NJ Gabrielle Jeanne Cifaldi ... ... ........ Jackson, NJ 
Allison Jane Beasley ....... .. .. . ... Richmond, VA Tara Irene Colella ........... . ...... Voorhees, NJ 
Julia Anne Beckner ... .. ... . .. . ..... Somerset, PA Yamile Cuevas..... . . . ... . ..... . Brooklyn, NY 
Tracy A. Bell .. . ............ Newark, DE Nykishia Nicole Davis . .. . .... .. .. Philadelphia, PA 
Katherine E. Bertrand .. . . . . . ..... Pottstown, PA Jingyi Deng . ......... . .. . ... .. . Shanghai, China 
Catherine Mary Black . . . . . . . . . .. Kimberton, PA Erica Ann Derkits .. . . . . .. ........ Philadelphia, PA 
Esther Carmella Bliss ...... ... . . . ... Cleveland, NY Tara Lynn Devoy .... . . . . .. ... ........ Yardley, PA 
Magdalena Boczniewicz .Langhorne, PA Glenn G. DiMatteo . . . .Hammonton, NJ 
Krista Joy Baerman . . . . . . Grand Rapids, Ml Christine Marie Dimino . . .. ........ Freehold, NJ 
Kristina Bolton . . . . . . . Mount Laurel, NJ Lindsay Ann Draham . . . . . . ...... . .. Blue Bell, PA 
Samantha Ann Bremerman ............. Ewing, NJ Daniel Richard D'Silva . . . . . . . . . Bergenfield, NJ 
Joseph Michael Brennan . . .Collingswood, NJ Alice Eidenzon . . ... ... . .. Feasterville-Trevose, PA 
Stacy Lynn Brix ....... . ... . . . ....... Farming, MN Lauren Elicker . . . ... .. .. . ... . Philadelphia, PA 
Katelyn Mary Brothwell . . . .Browndale, PA Kyle Warren Engelbart ... . ........ . Boyertown, PA 
Shizuka Buckner . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA Kayla Rose Farr . ... . . . . . .. .. . . .. . ..... Benton, PA 
Margaret Ann Burke ...... .. .. . ... Philadelphia, PA Tarenne A Ferenchak ...... .. .... Haddonfield, NJ 
Michele Renee Butler ... . . .. ... Philadelphia, PA Stacey Marie Ficarra .. ... . . . ... . ... . Hamilton, NJ 
Jessica Marie Byrne . . . . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA Zachariah D. Fishoff ... . . . . . ...... . .. Westport, CT 
Kara A Cahill ..................... Langhorne, PA Bethany Jane Flick ....... . .. .... ... Muskegon, Ml 
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Robin Marta Louise Flick . 
Michael J. Foglio . . .. 
Brandee Anne Fonseca .. 
Taylor P. Ford 
Paulette C. Glenn . . .. 
Julie Carroll Gornowski 
· Lisa Green 
Bree A Gregor . . .. 
. Tyrone, PA 
. Ocean City, NJ 
. . . Medford, NJ 
Mechanicsburg, PA 
. .. . ....... .. Reading, PA 
.Cherry Hill, NJ 
Maria Kelmansky ......... . . .. . . ... Langhorne, PA 
Maren Kathleen Kennedy .... Mahwah, NJ 
Easton Maria Kernich ..... . .... Punxsutawney, PA 
Adrienne Rose Kielinski .... . .. . Havertown, PA 
.......... ... ... Lansdale, PA Haena Kim 
Agata Patrycja Kraszewska 
. Elkins Park, PA Giuliana Maria Labella ........... . 
. Hamilton, NJ 
Philadelphia, PA 
Philadelphia, PA Daniel J. Larmour ....... Media, PA 
Jay Alexander Grimske ... Rochester, Ml Siri Z. Larsen . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Rathdrum, ID 
Chana P. Grossman . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Chicago, IL Stephanie Marie Lear ............. Hughestwon, PA 
Carol Gung . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA Heeseung Lee ..... . ....... . . Lansdale, PA 
Aleena Gurskiy . Warrington, PA Hyun Mi Lee . . . . . . . . . . . . .Phoenixville, PA 
Lindsey 0. Hamilton .. Swampscott, MA Sheen Lee ....... . . ..... ... . . Seoul, South Korea 
Elizabeth Ann Hammell Philadelphia, PA Erin Nicole Lender . . . . ..... Newtown Square, PA 
Brittany Bacal Monday Harris .. . ....... . . . Paoli, PA Eyal S. Levy ........... . ... .. .... Philadelphia, PA 
Addison Allyn Haskins .... Greenville, NC Abelardo Javier Lobo ...... . .. .. Mays Landing, NJ 
Wadiya Abdullah Haynes Philadelphia, PA Pamela D. Logan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA 
Kelsey Ann Heffernan . 
Anne K. Henner . . 
. .. Williamstown, NJ Nicholas J. Luczejko . . . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA 
. ... . . . . Philadelphia, PA Kevin J. Lundell .... . . . . . . ... . .. ... Kimberton, PA 
Mallory R. Hensel . . .... .... ... .. Philadelphia, PA Leslie J. Lyon . Arlington, VA 
David J. Herbetko .... . ..... Lafayette Hill, PA Susannah H. Magrane .. . . .. . ..... Philadelphia, PA 
Bonvincent Joseph Hernandez . . . .Lindenwold, NJ Viktoriya Makarova . . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA 
Jillian Marie Hernandez . . . . . .. Clayton, NC Krysha Patriz Francisco Mallari Philadelphia, PA 
Heather Lynn Hobbs . . . . . . .. .. . . .... Reading, PA Danielle Sarina Marotta . . . . Philadelphia, PA 
Brianna Elizabeth Holland . . . . . . . Lebanon, PA Michelle Renee Martin . . C t OH .... an on, 
Victoria Nicole Hudson . 
Aoife Sinead Hughes 
. .. Elkins Park, PA Maria Nicole Marvasso . . Philadelphia, PA 
. Haddonfield, NJ Suzannah Hall Maynard ..... . ... Collingswood, NJ 
Naomi Y. Hur . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Wayne, PA Venessa Lynn Medina ............... Roebling, NJ 
Adam lacocca ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Emmaus, PA Davine Lesley Lu Lim Mercado . . Federal Way, WA 
Katie L. lezzatti ... .. . .. .. . . . . . ..... Newtown, PA 
Linju Liz Jacob . . . . . Philadelphia, PA 
Grace Hannah Isabella Jacobson . Haddonfield, NJ 
Kimberly Ann Jannelli . . . . Philadelphia, PA 
Miriam Messing .. .. . .... . 
Koko Mikami 
Lori A Mileto 
Lisa Diane Moss 
Kasey Leigh Jeansonne 
Jacob Raymond Jellison 
. Brigantine, NJ Kristi L. Motyka .... . .. . 
........... Springfield, PA Julia C. Newbold 
.... Chicago, IL 
. White Plains, NY 
Downingtown, PA 
.. . . Glassboro, NJ 
. Monroe Township, NJ 
Philadelphia, PA 
Melissa A Johnson . . Media PA J ·f K N' l ll B . . . . . . . . . . . . , enni er ay 1co e a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . erwick, PA 
Andrew T Johnstone ....... ... .. Philadelphia, PA Robert J. O'Donnell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lansdale, PA 
Ann Marie Jones ..... .. .. . . . .... Philadelphia, PA Erin Marie O'Kane . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA 
Lyndsay Jones . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA Lauren Marie O'Keefe .. ...... ........ Wexford, PA 
Mary Madeline Jordan . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA Adaugo Oriji . . . . . . . . . . . . . Allentown, NJ 
Jobin Sebastian Kalathil . . ..... . ........ Dallas, TX Gianna Orsimarsi . . . . . . . . . ... Sewell, NJ 
Teena A Kallarakal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA Brittney Amanda Pagone . . . . . . . . Pittsburgh, PA 
Hardeep Kaur . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... Bensalem, PA Jason R. Painter . . . . . . . . ... Kennett Square, PA 
Sharara Kazimi ... ..... . .. Philadelphia, PA Ryan Francis Pashley ..... . ... . ... Philadelphia, PA 
Kannika Melissa Keller ........ . . .. Doylestown, PA Marnee Joann Payne ... .... . .. .. Cheltenham, PA 
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Bachelor of Science in Nursing Continued 
Suma Philips . . . . .. Huntingdon Valley, PA Kendal M. Smith . .... . . . Philadelphia, PA 
Michael Joseph Pine ..... . .. . ...... Hockessin, DE Stephanie Marie Snow . . .. . ... .. .... Butler, PA 
Laura Leigh Pinou . . . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA Mered ith Christina Spang 
Jessica A. Plakis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Oaklyn, NJ Stephen William Sparks . 
Alyssa Marie Pomponio ... Warminster, PA Julie Ann Staub 
Natalia Portnoy ... . .. . 
. . . . .... Mickleton, NJ 
. ..... Reading, PA 
... Manchester, PA 
.. Cherry Hill, NJ . East Brunswick, NJ Bridget Marie Steen ... . . . . . . . 
Lauren Elizabeth Potter 
Gabriella Presti 
Allison Virginia Rago 
Philadelphia, PA Jeanmarie Sullivan . . . . . . . . . . . Yarmouthport, MA 
. . . . . . . . . . ... Deptford, NJ Courtney Jay Tarpy . . ... . . . . . . ... . Turnersville, NJ 
. Springfield, PA Vilsy Thekkan . . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA 
Stefanie Lynn Rashti .Cherry Hill, NJ Christina Ashley Toepke Downingtown, PA 
..... Marlton, NJ 
Philadelphia, PA 
Philadelphia, PA 
Charai Nicole Ray .... ..... .... . .. . Drexel Hill, PA Richard D. Torio . 
Amanda Bernadette Reardon ....... ... Sewell, NJ Jenna N. Tuturice . 
Brianna Elizabeth Reardon .. San Diego, CA Nadiya Tverdun 
Stephanie L. Robbins . 
Shannon Rodman .. . 
. . . . Holland, PA Nicole A. Viglietta 
....... . . . ...... Sewell, NJ Kimberly L. Villegas 
. .. . . . ...... Harrisburg, PA 
. . ..... Audubon, NJ 
Katherine Diana Rowley 
Brooke Marie Ruane 
. . . ......... Annapolis, MD Eden Carina Maria Vinyarszky .. Wangen, Germany 
. . . Wayne, PA 
Michael Anthony Ruk Jr .. .. . . . .. . 
.. Moosic, PA 
Philadelphia, PA 
Kristin A. Viviani 
Lauryn E. Wagner ........... . .... . . . Emmaus, PA 
Lindsay Beth Rundstrom . . . . . . . . . . Shamong, NJ Gabrielle Christy Crowe Wasser Berwyn, PA 
Kristen L. Ryder . ... . . ..... Syracuse, NY Jennifer Weed . . . Langhorne, PA 
Alyssa M. Rymarczuk . ... . . . ... . . .. ... Hatboro, PA Nicole Diane Williams ..... . . .. . .. Bloomsburg, PA 
Molly Sambor ..... . ..... . Windber, PA Stephanie D. Williams ... Maple Glen, PA 
Christy Lynn Savich 
Roberta Lynn Schiavo 
Gabrielle E. Schiavone 
Gianna Scoleri ........ . . . . 
Ruchi Shah . . . . ... . 
Rebecca N. Shames .... . . . . . . 
Christina Nicole Sieberer 
. Marlton, NJ 
. . . Pilesgrove, NJ 
. . Hopkinton, NH 
Philadelphia, PA 
Bensalem, PA 
. . Great Neck, NY 
.. Felton, DE 
Megan Elizabeth Winand . West Chester, PA 
Brianna Nicole Woods . . . . . . . . Macungie, PA 
Elizabeth Marie Wright . . . . . .. .. . . . . Pittsburgh, PA 
Hryhory Yakymiv 
Stephanie Beth Yazdanyar 
Gary A. Zack .. .. . . 
....... . Abington, PA 
. Coopersburg, PA 
... Mountain Top, PA 
Joseph Edwin Simmons .. . .... .... Franklinville, NJ 
Thomas Raymond Zdanowski .... Runnemede, NJ 
Alex Yanfeng Zhang . . . . . . . . . . . Xingyang, China 
Emilee Maria Smith Philadelphia, PA 
Candidates for the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
Casey Ann Adams .. . . . .. . . .. .. . Parkland, FL Timothy Michael Asztalos . Philadelphia, PA 
Alexandria Alburger ... Washington Township, NJ Michaela Maria Baldino . . . Egg Harbor Township, NJ 
Mollie Margaret Alexander . .. . Harri sburg, PA Shania Raelle Baldwin . . . . . . . . . Blue Bell, PA 
Daniel Eric Allen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA Alexa M. Bari le ... . . . . . .... . ....... . Deptford, NJ 
Paul Antho ny Alves 
Bashar F. Alwan 
Carol A. Ammon 
David T. Anders . . . .. ...... . ... . 
Michael Charles Andrews . 
Bethlehem, PA Payge Marie Barychewsky 
Phi ladelphia, PA Shekhar Bastola ..... . . . . 
...... Richboro, PA 
Philadelphia, PA 
.Wilmington, DE Alisa Behari .......... . . . . . . . . . Levittown, PA 
Newtown, PA 
Philadelphia, PA 
New York, NY Gabrielle Adelina Belardo .. . .. .. . 
Philadelphia, PA Taylo r Jenae Benatti 
Brittany Ann Argeros ............. . Warminster, PA Christopher M. Benavides 
Tai Zipora Beri 
. . . Jobstown, NJ 
... Spri ngfield, NJ 
... Garwood, NJ 
Roselyne Jelimo Arusei 
Samantha Lyn Asher 
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. Philadelphia, PA Claire Marie Donahue . . Southington, CT Emily E. Black . . . . 
Brigid Marie Bleaken 
Naomi G. Bond 
. . Lansdowne, PA 
. . . .... ... . Laurel Springs, NJ 
. Chehalis, WA 
.. . . Elverson, PA 
Kelsey R. Doud . ... . . . .. Washington Township, NJ 
Lauren Marie Dube ... . .. . Winterfell, YT 
Tia K. Bradley Anna Dundiy . . . ... . . . . .... . . . . . .. . . Richboro, PA 
Jessica Nicole Brower Karen L. Dunham . . . . . . . . ... . ... Cherry Hill, NJ 
Morgan Elizabeth Brown . . . . . . . . . . Houston, TX Cassandra Marie Ehinger .. . Sicklerville, NJ 
Garrett Riley Bunnell ...... . . .. . . . . Port Lavaca, TX Bari Payton Eichelbaum . . Plano, TX 
Johanna Leigh But ler . . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA Soumaya Eltifi . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . Mullica Hill, NJ 
Alyssa Marie Canale . Medford, NJ Sarah Katharine Reveley Embick . . West Chester, PA 
Kacie Nico l Capozzoli . . . . . . . . . . . Brick, NJ Christopher Matthew Evans . 
Christ ina N. Carbone . . . . . .. . . . . Philadelphia, PA Nicole Kath leen Fallon 
Kaitlyn E. Carrigan . ...... . . . . . Media, PA Alyssa Nicole Fania 
Christopher A. Carroll ... Charlotte, NC Anthony Michael Faro le Il l . . 
Mountainhome, PA 
... . Wenonah, NJ 
. . . Annandale, NJ 
.. West Chester, PA 
Andrea Marie Catrambone .. . . . .. . . . . . . . York, PA Sam Caleb Faulkner .. . . . .. . .. ... . Doylestown, PA 
Havertown, PA . . . . . Marlton, NJ Mary Doreen Foderaro 
Philadelphia, PA Kelly Lynn Fo rde . . . . . . .. . . . . .. Berwyn, PA 
Nicholas J. Catullo 
Mary Rath Chey 
Alexander A. Chianese . .. . . Sewell, NJ Allison K. Foster . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . Ho rsham, PA 
Alexander T. Chiem Phi ladelphia, PA Kasie M. Freeman . . . . . . . . . . . . Manahawkin, NJ 
Tyler Anne Cipollini . . . ... . .. . . .. . . . Brigantine, NJ Victoria Marie Frusco .. ... . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA 
Catherine Melissa Claro . . Charleston, SC Joseph John Fugelo . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA 
Douglas William Clegg . . .. .. . . . . . . . . Hamilton, NJ Danielle Rebecca Fullerton . . .. Kingsville, MD 
Brittany Alexis Co le .. 
Elizabeth Ann Contreras 
Dana L. Corley . . . 
. . Cherry Hill, NJ 
. . Cinnaminson, NJ 
Meghan E. Gallogly 
Jordan E. Gannon 
. .. . .. . . . .. . East Greenw ich, RI 
Philadelphia, PA Richard W Gardner . .. . .. .... . 
Dana Lynn Costanzo . . . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA Jessica L. Garvey . . . 
Caitlyn N. Coupe . . . . . . . . ... .. .. Delran, NJ Kristian Kyle Germer 
Theresa Coyle .. .. . . . Jacobstown, NJ Emma D. Gilbert 
. Yardley, PA 
Philadelphia, PA 
Philadelphia, PA 
. . . . Delran, NJ 
.Annapolis, MD 
Felicia Renee Cramer . . . . New Bloomfield, PA Shannon M. Gledhill .. . . Washington Township, NJ 
Olivia Marie D'Am brosia . . . Bloomsburg, PA Victoria Elizabeth Gocht .. .. . ... ... . . . Dresher, PA 
Alan Hoang Anh Dang . . . . . . . ... . . Buena Park, CA Elina Golub . Philadelphia, PA 
Keith Francis Davis Jr. 
Kelly M. Davis 
Levittown, PA 
.. . . . . .. .. ... . . Nashville, TN 
Shonneil Lajee Dawson Philadelphia, PA 
Miguel A. Gomez . 
Olivia Marie Greis . . . ... . .. . . 
Nicole Christ ine Griffi th . . 
Havertown, PA 
. West Berlin, NJ 
. .. . Bellmaw r, NJ 
Brandon Michael Deckman .... Chalfont, PA Andrew David Harmon . . . .. . Belmont, MA 
Pelumbesha Dedja . . .. . Mount Laurel, NJ Brittany Nicole Hast ings . . . ... . Garnet Valley, PA 
Tiara Nishel Delucas .. . .. . . . ..... . . . Glenside, PA Rachel A. Hatch . ... . . .. . . . Marlton, NJ 
Michelle Lynn DeMarco . . . . . .. . . . . . . Chalfont, PA Raeanne Hathaway . . . . . . . . . . . Levittown, PA 
Megan Nicole Deviney .. . . . Browns Mills, NJ Susanne Mary Heilman . Philadelphia, PA 
Van Tu DeVit is . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA Anna Hershey . . . . . .. . . . . . . Harleysville, PA 
Timothy Paul De Young .. . Newtow n Square, PA Bonnie R. Ho lm . . . . . ... . . . . . .... . . .. . Media, PA 
Christ ina Sofia Diafas ... .. Easton, PA Sarah Ho lt .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . Winfield, IL 
Noelle M. DiBlasi . . . . ..... . . . . . Atco, NJ Jeordi Montana Howard. Philadelphia, PA 
Krist in L. Dick .. Gibbstown, NJ Tyler M. Hugues . . . ... . . ... . . . . . . . . Sicklerville, NJ 
Margaret Leigh Dill . . Pitman, NJ Marcela Hurley . . Philadelphia, PA 
Jessica Ann Dochney . . Haddon Township, NJ Brittany T. Hyland . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . Sicklerville, NJ 
Julia Sarah Dodd . . .. . . . .. .. . . ..... Greenville, Ml Danielle Imparato .. .. . . . .. ... . . . . Mickelton, NJ 
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Bachelor of Science in Nursing Continued 
Stephanie lncardona 
Melissa A. Ingraham 
. . . . Ramsey, NJ Alyssa Blake Meeks . Cranford, NJ 
...... . .. Hammonton, NJ Eastampton, NJ Ariel Genevieve Melhado 
Andrew J. lntrocaso . . . . ... . Haddon Township, NJ Krista Ann Melograno . . . . . Woolwich Township, NJ 
Isabella Rae lsaia . . . . . . Moorestown, NJ Emily K. Merrick . . . Morrisville, PA 
Morgan Elizabeth Ivans . . . . Clarksboro, NJ Samantha Jean Moffitt . .... Lebanon, PA 
Victoria Christy Jahr . .. Shamong, NJ Danielle Margaret Montgomery .Cherry Hill, NJ 
Katherine Layne Johnson .. . .... Tarpon Springs, FL Stephen D. Mora Doylestown, PA 
Kiera Dawn Jones . . . . Washington Township, NJ Jeffrey Joseph Morgan ...... .. . .... Sicklerville, NJ 
Chrystal Joy Dizon Jurado . . . . . Castro Valley, CA Jennifer Lynn Morgan . . . .. . .. . Lumberton, NJ 
..... Philadelphia, PA Matthew Joseph Kane ... . ... .. ... Wilmington, DE Brian M. Morris .. 
Melissa Kane ..... . . . Runnemede, NJ 
. .. . . York, PA 
Anika Nkechia Moulton ... ..... Clarendon, Jamaica 
Laurel Jane Keller .. Alexandra Murianka 
Payton Kennedy .. . . . . . . ... . . . ...... Delran, NJ Kristin Murphy-Slaton 
Megan Kersey . . . . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA Emily Jensen Murray 
Marina Khazan .. .. . . . . . .. . . .. ..... Cherry Hill, NJ Samantha Lee Murtha 
Trent Van Knight 
lryna Kontorska 
Ki ra L. Korzeniowski 
.. Indian Mills, NJ Laura Danielle Myers .. 
Philadelphia, PA Samantha Leigh Myles 
. Egg Harbor Township, NJ Jessica Ann Newell . . 
Philadelphia, PA 
... Barrington, NJ 
Philadelphia, PA 
.Folsom, PA 
North Wales, PA 
.. . . . . . . . .. Stroudsburg, PA 
... Sicklerville, NJ 
Erin Lynne Kramer . . . .... . . . .. Chester Springs, PA Jeffrey Ka-hang Ng ... ... ... .. .. . . . Cherry Hill, NJ 
Dawn Marie Kulach . .... . . Buffalo, NY Alexandra R. Nix .. . . . .... . . . . . . Lake Forest, IL 
Elizabeth M. Ladia . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Stratford, NJ Rathpagna Norin .. . . . .... Phnom Penh, Cambodia 
Jane S. Lam . . . Philadelphia, PA Ophelia Nnenna Offor . ...... . .. Jackson, NJ 
Valerie Laurent .. . Port-Au-Prince, Haiti Julia Leigh OHara . Haddon Township, NJ 
lryna Lautsevich . . . .. . . . .. . Philadelphia, PA Alexandria Okuniewicz .... Toms River, NJ 
Amanda M. Layne . . . . . .. . Phoenixville, PA Bennett Okyere ... . . .. .......... Darby, PA 
Jessica Aliangan Layos . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA Crystal Pak . . . . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA 
. . Waite Hill, OH Jenny J. Pak Jennifer Dorothy LeGros 
Mary Jean Leonen ... 
Hunter Cole Lettman 
. . . . . Fairfax, VA Joanna L. Palac 
Philadelphia, PA 
Doylestown, PA 
. .. Lebanon, PA 
. Mullica Hill, NJ 
Indian Mills, NJ Mara Christine Palazzari 
Mackenzie Elizabeth Lewis . .. . . . ... . . . Newark, DE Laura Lucia Parisi ........ . 
Angela Lin .... . .. . . . . . .... .. Honolulu, HI 
Xiuyun Ling .......... .. . . . .. .. . Philadelphia, PA 
Andrei Lobach ..... . 
Rachel Christina Locante 
Mary Lynn London 
. Minsk, Belarus 
Logan Township, NJ 
.. Havertown, PA 
Mikayla J. Pasqualone . . . . . . . . . . . .... Sewell, NJ 
Brianna M. Passaro . . . . . .. .. ... Barnegat Light, NJ 
Priti Patel .... . . . . . 
Priyanka B. Patel ..... 
Samir R. Patel 
. . . . . . Collingswood, NJ 
.......... Croydon, PA 
.. Richmond Hill, GA 
Juan David Lopez Ouimbayo 
Mia Bernadette Macrillo 
Philadelphia, PA Amanda L. Petaccio .... .. ... . . .. Sicklerville, NJ 
. . .. . ... . .......... Sewell, NJ 
Philadelphia, PA 
... . . Stratford, NJ Lisa Petruzzelli 
Kiersten K. Malia . .. . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . Delran, NJ 
Philadelphia, PA 
. Hamilton, NJ 
Jennifer Lynn Mamrol . 
Matthew Francis Mangone .. . . . . . . 
Marisa L. Maroccia . . .... . . 
Danielle Christine Mathewson 
Kristina Marie Matthews .... 
Norah Elizabeth Maxwell 
Danielle Elise Mcfadden 
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.... Sicklerville, NJ 
. . . Ocean City, NJ 
. .. . Deptford, NJ 
Philadelphia, PA 
. West Newbury, MA 
Tabitha Philip . 
Molly Jansen Phillips .. . .. . . . . . . ..... Yardley, PA 
Brianna L. Pilling ... . . . ... .. . . . .. Mount Laurel, NJ 
Chelsea M. Plantarich . ... . . ... . . . . . Langhorne, PA 
Johnna Kathryn Pogwist . . 
Irina Poleacova ..... . .... . 
Jessica Elizabeth Postorivo 
Richard Joseph Powelson Jr .. 




Wynne Ellen Preble ... . .... .. .... Philadelphia, PA Karina Simone Stroker . .. .. . . 
Matthew R. Swift . . 
. Southampton, PA 
. Mount Gretna, PA Jacqlyn Quaranta .... 
Kristen Elizabeth Ratigan 
Kaylee Elizabeth Raudenbush 
. . . .. Williamstown, NJ 
. .. . . . .. Bryn Mawr, PA 
Macungie, PA 
. . Perkasie, PA 
. . .. Clayton, NJ 
Brianna Szatkowski 
Rayna Sophie Tarlow . 
Dinesh Taylor 
. . . . ..... Bensalem, PA 
Hannah Kate Reed ... .... . 
Taylor M. Reed ... . 
Lea N. Rehborn . . . . . . . . . Mechanicsburg, PA 
Jennifer Paulina Reis . ........ . .. . . . ... Sparta, NJ 
Ashley A. Repas . ..... . . . ..... . . . . .... Oaklyn, NJ 
Nicholas Resciniti Old Bridge, NJ 
Colleen M. Riley .... . . .. . . .. . . . .. Swedesboro, NJ 
Stacey Ann Riley ..... . . .. ... . Irvington, NJ 
Andrea V. Rivera Rodriguez . . . .. San Juan, PR 
Adam Rose . . . . Philadelphia, PA 
Casey S. Rosenthal . . . . . . . . Philadelphia, PA 
.. York, PA 
Alison Reed Thackara 
Allison Christine Toczylowski 
Matthew Allen Trench 
Downingtown, PA 
.Hillsborough, NJ 
. . Mantua, NJ 
. . . Northfield, NJ 
... Warrington, PA 
. Greensboro, NC 
. Easton, PA 
Jonathan Patrick Trost 
Marshall Sloan Vancamp 
Megan E. Veazey . . 
Jake T. Vegetabile 
Natalie Lauren Venitsky . 
Meghan Rachael Visalli 
Demetrios Vlioras 
. . ... .. . . . Warminster, PA 
... Delran, NJ 
Marcy, NY 
.... . . . ... . Broomall, PA 
Dominique Santaguida Philadelphia, PA Lindsey A. Wacker ... Plymouth Meeting, PA 
Helena Rose Schoppe . . ... . . .. Point Pleasant, NJ Kristin Joyce Wagner . . . . San Diego, CA 
Allison Schrenzel . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Media, PA Elizabeth Helga Walker . ... . ... . . ... Cupertino, CA 
Meghan T. Schwarz . . . .. . . .... . Doylestown, PA Molly K. Waring .. Atlanta, GA 
Tania Sharmin .... . . . . . . . . Atlantic City, NJ Lisa C. Wassall Shamong, NJ 
... Drexel Hill, PA Sophia Victoria Wasserwald . . . .. Palos Verdes Estates, CA Emily Elizabeth Sheehan .. . . . . 
Nicole Ariel Shull Philadelphia, PA Shannon Kristy Watson . . . . Delran, NJ 
Yuriy Silchuk .. . . . . .. ..... .. . . . Philadaelphia, PA John Walter Wells . . . . . . . . . Haddonfield, NJ 
Amy L. Simon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ewing, NJ Morgan Nicole Wetterau . 
Jaimie Lynn Sinex . . . . . . . . .. Ridley, PA Toni Lyn Whiting . . . .... . 
Sharon Noelle Singh .... . . . . ... .... New York, NY Cynthia R. Williams . ... .. . . . . .. . 
Heather Christine Sinkinson . . . . . Springfield, PA Alexandra N. Wilson . . . 
Brittani Vanneccia Smith .... ..... . 
Amy L. Snyder 
Molly Marie Sowe . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 
Cara Gleason Spiess 
Danielle Lynn Spina .. ... . .... . . . 
Reggielyn D. Springs 




Natalie Lauren Wimberg . . 
Kelsea Leigh Wolf .... 
Michael A. Wolf 
.Spring City, PA Alexandra Marie Woodruff 
Garnet Valley, PA Wendy L. Worthington 
Philadelphia, PA Christine Albera Youwakim 
. .. Hamilton, NJ Kayla M. Zibbell 
Rachael Elizabeth Stieg ... . .. .... . . Somerdale, NJ 
Marlton, NJ 
. Mount Royal, NJ 
. . . Clayton, NJ 
. ... Delran, NJ 
. . Absecon, NJ 
.Hammonton, NJ 
.. .. Marlton, NJ 
Coopersburg, PA 
. . Spring City, PA 
Bethlehem, PA 
Leverett, MA 
As final action cannot be taken before the program goes to press, Thomas Jefferson University reserves the right to add or 
withdraw names from the list of candidates for degrees and certificates. 
In curricula such as the degree program in Occupational Therapy, candidates complete formal course work prior to 
Commencement and fulfill additional clinical requirements during the summer Students in these programs participate in 
these Commencement Exercises but receive their diplomas only after all requirements have been satisfied. 
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Gerald B. Grunwald, PhD 
Jennifer Bellot, PhD 
Mary Bouchaud, PhD 
Denise Brown, MSN 
David R. Clawson 
Raelynn Cooter, PhD 
Susan Egger. PhD 
Marian Feil, DNP 
Mary Hanson-Zalot, EdD 
Usha Jenemann 
Cate Lysionek 
Janice K. Marini 
Susan McFadden 
Janice Miller, DNP 
Shawana Moore. DNP 
Michael J. Paquet 
Lucia D. Pernot 
Kathryn Shaffer, EdD 
Thomas Stewart 
Mary Wolfe 
Ksenia Zukowsky, PhD 
Juliana Seville 
Arin Weiss 
Dr. Klasko would like to thank all the volunteers who assisted in making this day 
memorable for our graduates and families. 
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Honorary Degree Recipients 
Doctor of Science - Patrick T. Harker, PhD 
Patrick T. Harker, PhD is the 11th President and CEO of the Federal 
Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, where he is part of the Federal Open 
Market Committee that works to formulate the nation's monetary policy. 
Before taking office at the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, 
Dr. Harker served as the 26th President of the University of Delaware. 
He was also a professor of business administration at the University's 
Alfred Lerner College of Business and Economics, and a professor of 
civil and environmental engineering at the College of Engineering. 
Before joining the University of Delaware in 2007, Dr. Harker was Dean 
and Reliance Professor of Management and Private Enterprise at the 
Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania. Previously, he served 
as the Wharton School's interim dean and deputy dean as well as the 
chair of its operations and information management department. In 
1991, Dr. Harker became the youngest faculty member in Wharton's history to be awarded an endowed 
professorship -- the UPS Transportation Professor of the Private Sector. Dr. Harker has published 
and/or edited nine books and more than 100 professional articles. From 1996 to 1999, he served as 
editor-in-chief of the journal Operations Research. 
Dr. Harker serves as a member of the Select Operating Committee of Select Greater Philadelphia. 
He previously served on the boards of Catholic Relief Services, Pepco Holdings, Inc., and Huntsman 
Corporation. He was also a founding member of the board of advisors for Decision Lens, Inc. 
In 2012, Dr. Harker was named a fellow of the Institute for Operations Research and the Management 
Sciences (INFORMS) and a charter fellow of the National Academy of Inventors. He was also named 
a White House fellow by President George H. W. Bush in 1991 and served as a special assistant to FBI 
Director William S. Sessions from 1991to1992. 
Dr. Harker has a PhD in civil and urban engineering, an MA in economics, and an MSE and BSE in civil 
engineering - all from the University of Pennsylvania. 
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Doctor of Science - Eileen T. Breslin, PhD, RN, FAAN 
Eileen T. Breslin, PhD, RN, FAAN, currently serves as Dean of the 
School of Nursing at The University of Texas Health Science Center at 
San Antonio. Dr. Breslin is the Dr. Patty L. Hawken Nursing Endowed 
Professor at the UT Health Science Center and also serves as an 
adjunct professor in public health at the University of Texas School of 
Public Health at Houston. 
Among her many accomplished professional activities, Dr. Breslin was 
Chair of the Board of the American Association of Colleges of Nurses 
(AACN) in 2016, and is a fellow of both the American Academy of 
Nursing (FAAN) and of the American Academy of Nurse Practitioners 
(FAANP). Among many accomplishments, Dr. Breslin has been 
recognized as a Distinguished Practitioner in Nursing by the National 
Academies of Practice and currently serves on the National Veteran 
Affairs Academic Affiliation Committee. 
Throughout her career, Dr. Breslin has been a leader in initiating programs to improve access to 
health care for women and vulnerable populations; creating effective partnerships between academia 
and the community; ~acilitating access to nursing education to underserved students; and promoting 
cultural proficiency. In recognition of her contributions, Dr. Breslin received the prestigious President's 
Award from the National Association of Hispanic Nurses and the Alumna of the Year Award from the 
University of Arizona's School of Nursing. 
For 30 years, Dr. Breslin has a sustained record of developing and implementing innovative clinical 
services and educational models through community partnerships. She has served on national panels 
to develop best practice guidelines in women's health and address solutions to the national nursing 
shortage. She has led the implementation of graduate programs in primary care and public health 
that are dedicated to promoting and ensuring safe and high-quality care. Of the more than two 
dozen research projects and training grants Dr. Breslin has led or participated in, her primary clinical 
research interests include women's reproductive issues, nursing clinical practice, and violence as it is 
presented in nursing curricula and drug addiction in the nursing profession. 
Dr. Breslin received a BSN from Northern Arizona University. She earned her master's degree 
in maternal-newborn nursing from the University of Arizona and her PhD in nursing from the 
University of Colorado Health Sciences Center in Denver, Colorado. She is certified nationally as a 
Women's Health Care Nurse Practitioner and her post-doctoral education includes participation as 
a Summer Fellow at the University of Pennsylvania Research and Vulnerable Women's Institute. Dr. 
Breslin has held academic appointments at Northern Arizona University, University of Arizona and 
the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. 
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Honor Societies 
Alpha Eta Society 
Awarded at the Thomas Jefferson University Chapter of the Alpha Eta Society 
Induction Ceremony on May 18, 2017. 
The Alpha Eta Society is a nationally recognized scholastic honor society for allied health professionals 
established in 1975 under the auspices of the Association of Schools of Allied Health Professions. 
The purpose of the Alpha Eta Society is to recognize significant academic achievement, leadership, 
and service contributions to the health professions. Since its inception, the Society has inducted 
more than 25,000 members in 84 chapters in colleges and universities nationally. Thomas Jefferson 
University's Chapter of the Alpha Eta Society was established in 1982. 
Undergraduate Programs 
Medical Laboratory Sciences 
and Biotechnology 
Ruth E. Holsopple 
Nursing 
Brigid Marie Bleaken 
Brandon Michael Deckman 
Graduate Programs 
Couple and Family Therapy 
Kathryn Jane Bongiorno 
Medical Laboratory Sciences 
and Biotechnology 
Liza Michaela Dorfman 




Nicole Kathleen Fallon 
Alyssa Nicole Fania 
Jennifer Lynn Mamrol 
Danielle Elise McFadden 
Krista Ann Melograno 
Brianna Maria Passaro 
Amanda Lynn Petaccio 
Nursing 
Allison Beasley 
Joseph Michael Brennan 
Occupational Therapy 
Kassandra I. Beckage 
Samantha Ann Crosby 
Erika Dobson 
Talya Mae Fidellaga 
Lindsay Kiehl Good 
Meredith Leigh Kilduff 
Elisabeth Marie Richt 
Michaela G. Scotten 
Radiologic Sciences 
Elizabeth A. Archut 
Brianna Leigh Milillo 
Jessica K. Piperno 
Rachel Rosenzweig 
Allison Marie Shaffer 
Michelle Lynne Silvestro 
Ashley E. Wright 
Physical Therapy 
Emily Alicia Ott 
Bryan A. Rahter 
Alissa Dawn Roselli 
Erin Kelly Saucier 
Jamie Alexandra Scarcella 
Abigail G. Wood 
Physician Assistant Studies 
Samantha M. Atchison 
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Lambda Nu 
Awarded at the Pennsylvania Gamma Chapter of the Lambda Nu National Honor Society for the 
Radiologic and Imaging Sciences Induction Ceremony at Thomas Jefferson University on May 18, 201 7. 
Lambda Nu, the National Honor Society for Radiologic and Imaging Sciences, was founded in 2001 at 
Arkansas State University. There are currently 184 chapters in 43 states and the District of Columbia. 
Thomas Jefferson University received a charter to form the Pennsylvania Gamma Chapter of Lambda Nu 
in 2002. Individuals are selected for membership in Lambda Nu on the basis of promoting the Society's 
objectives : fostering scholarship at the highest academic levels, promoting research and investigation in 
the radiologic and imaging sciences, and recognizing exemplary scholarship. 
Abdulahman I. Abu Aqil 
Nicole Catherine Abuhamad 
Hussa in A. Abusreer 
Manal Ali ALN asser 
Audhah S. Alamry 
Dhafer S. Al Bahri 
Shatha Alwethinani 
Talal Alzuwayyid 
Monsurat 0 . Aminu 
Elizabeth Archut 
lssack E. Boru 
Alexis L. Brown 
Rachel Caro line Brutko 
Crystal Lee Butterworth 
Lan Chau 
Dana M. Costantino 
Alpha Sigma Lambda 
Diana Cusick 
April Leigh Deli ka t 
Mega n D. Dellinger 
Elizabeth Anne Eh ret 
Marisa Angela Ei senhower 
Jodi Li ncoln Fahey 
Amanda Marie George 




Justine Leigh Leschke 
Christina Irene Malinoski 
Jessica Marie Maursky 
Brianna L. Milillo 
Yifei Mu 
True Nguyen 
Stephanie Marya nn Oberto 
Renee Lea Peterson 
Jessica Piperno 
Courtney Shawntell Robinson 
Rachel Rosenzweig 
Rachel C. Sexton 
Jennifer K. Sgarlata 
Alli son Shaffer 
Michelle Lynne Silvestro 
Li sa Sorendino 
Mikela Sotiri 
Lauren Tressel 
Ashley Elizabeth Wright 
Stacey N. Yeager 
Awarded at the Department of Professional and Continuing Studies Class Night Ceremony. 
Founded in 1945 at Northwestern University, Alpha Sigma Lambda is a national honor society devoted 
to recognition and encouragement of adult students' academic achievement while they fulfill their many 
responsibilities of family, work and community service. Membership is restricted to matriculated students in 
associate and baccalaureate degree programs offered through the Department of Professional and Continuing 
Studies of the Jefferson College of Health Professions who have completed a minimum of 30 credit hours; 
have achieved a grade point average of 3.2; and rank in the highest 10 percent of all eligible students. 
Bachelor of Science in 




Ca itlin Fleming 
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Bachelor of Science in Health 
Services Management 
Dana M. Ka ne 
Cynth ia Y Perez 
Rita Marie Pinto 
Bachelor of Science in Health 
Professions Management 
Maria R. Fra ncesco 
Bachelor of Science in 
Health Studies 
Jill Tarquin i 




History of Rho Chi 
The Rho Chi Society originated in the merger of two movements, both commencing in 1917, to create a 
national honor society for pharmacy. One started on the campus of the University of Michigan where there 
was a local honor society, the "Aristolochite Society," in the Pharmaceutical Department since 1908. This 
group began to plan for national expansion in 1917, and it finally established a second chapter at the School 
of Pharmacy of the former Oregon Agricultural College in 1919; a third chapter was started at the University 
of Oklahoma in 1922. 
A second movement , independent of the Michigan movement, was initiated earlier in 1917 by Rufus A 
Lyman in his presidential address to the American Conference of Pharmaceutical Faculties. In response 
to his suggestion and the conscientious efforts of Professor Zada M. Cooper, it was decided to follow the 
progress at Michigan. In the meantime, the "Aristolochite Society" became the "Rho Chi Society" and was 
granted a charter by the State of Michigan on May 19, 1922. The Conference of Pharmaceutical Faculties, 
finding that the group met the standards that the Conference determined, extended its recognition to Rho 
Chi as "the Honor Society of Pharmacy." Rho Chi determined that chapters could be established at colleges 
that were members of the Conference, now the American Association of Colleges of Pharmacy. 
A policy of conservative expansion followed. After five years of existence, Rho Chi consisted of eight 
chapters; after ten years, eighteen. Thereafter, growth continued more rapidly, and by 1980, there were 
seventy-one active chapters. Continued growth is expected to include Canadian colleges of pharmacy. 
The high standards maintained for membership in Rho Chi have resulted in recognition of the Society not 
only by pharmacy but also by other academic circles . Rho Chi is afforded a place in Banta's Greek Exchange, 
and a sketch of the Society appears in Baird's Manual. Since 194 7, the Society has been a member of the 
Association of College Honor Societies. 
Jefferson College of Pharmacy petitioned for membership in 2015 and was installed as the Epsilon Epsilon 
chapter in April 2016. Members of Rho Chi are identified in the top 20% of their class and inducted following 
completion of the first two years of the Doctor of Pharmacy curriculum. Founding members at the Jefferson 
College of Pharmacy included alumni from the class of 201 5 and members of the classes of 2016 and 2017. 
Class of 2017 graduates who are members of the Rho Chi Epsilon Epsilon chapter include: 
Tyler Michael Dally 
Shannon Beth Doherty 
Li bby Ann Drumm 
Jenna Lee Fancher 
Chenxi Huang 
Elizabeth Marie Pigott 
Kyle Zeno n Raj kowski 
Leon Allan Sakka l 
Megan Marie Shi psky 
Margaret Hu -Shan Wa ng 
Jessica Anne Wilczynski 
Deirdre Ann Ya rosh 
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Sigma Theta Tau 
Awarded at the Sigma Theta Tau In ternational Honor Society of Nursing's Delta Rho Chapter 
Induction Ceremony at Thomas Jefferson University. 
Sigma Theta Tau, International Honor Society of Nursing, was founded in 1922. The Delta Rho Chapter was 
established at Jefferson in 1980. More than 390,000 nurse scholars have been inducted into Sigma Theta Tau, and 
there are over 500 chapters in 90 countries and territories. Individuals are selected on the basis of excellence and 
faculty recommendations addressing scholarship, leadership, creativity, professional standards, and commitment . 
Graduate Program 
Allison Beasley Addison A. Haskins Marnee J. Payne 
Stacy L. Brix Kimberly A. Jannelli Alyssa Marie Pomponio 
Michele Butler Teena A. Kallarakal Brooke Marie Ruane 
Jillian R. Carp Sharara Kazimi Christy L. Savich 
Nykishia N. Davis Agata P. Kraszewska Mary Ellen Schlaak 
Jingyi Deng Daniel J. Larmour Meredith C. Spang 
Alice Eidenzon Leslie J. Lyon Courtney J. Tarpy 
Kyle W. Engelbart Danielle S. Marotta Richard D. Torio 
Robin M.L. Flick Venessa Lynn Medina Brianna N. Woods 
Jason R. Painter 
Undergraduate Program 
Michaela M. Baldino Anna K. Hershey Emily J. Murray 
Alisa Behari Sarah Holt Samantha L. Myles 
Nicole P Beyer Marcela Hurley Laura D. Myers 
Brigid M. Bleaken Stephanie lncardona Alexandria Okuniewicz 
Naomi G. Bond Melissa A. Ingraham Mikayla J. Pasqualone 
Jessica N. Brower Morgan E. Ivans Priyanka B. Patel 
Alexander A. Chianese Victoria C. Jahr Molly J. Phillips 
Shonneil L. Dawson Kiera D. Jones Johnna K. Pogwist 
Noelle M. DiBlasi Laurel J. Keller Kristen E. Ratigan 
Cassandra M. Ehinger Payton A. Kennedy Taylor M. Reed 
Sarah K. Embick Elizabeth M. Ladia Stacey A. Riley 
Samuel C. Faulkner Jennifer D. LeGros Adam Rose 
Kelly L. Forde Mackenzie E. Lewis Casey S. Rosenthal 
Danielle Fullerton Mary L. London Amy L. Simon 
Meghan E. Gallogly Kiersten K. Malia Jaimie L. Sinex 
Victoria E. Gocht Kristina M. Matthews Sharon N. Singh 
Miguel A. Gomez Danielle E. McFadden Molly M. Sowe 
Olivia Greis Ariel G. Melhado Heather C. Sinkinson 
Nicole C. Griffith Krista A. Melograno Danielle L. Spina 
Andrew D. Harmon Samantha J. Moffitt Matthew R. Swift 
Rachel A. Hatch Stephen D. Mora Jake T. Vegetabile 
Susanne M. Heilman Jennifer L. Morgan Alexandrea M. Woodruff 
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Jefferson College of Nursing H.E.R.E. Fellows Program 
The H.E .R.E. Fellows Program is a highly selective scholarship program for baccalaureate nursing students 
at Jefferson College of Nursing which was founded in 201 6 in honor of the newly instituted curriculum 
of "Health is H.E.R.E ."- Humanistic, Evidence-based, Reflective, and Excellence in clinical leaders. The 
framework that guides the baccalaureate curriculum at JCN is Promoting Health and Quality of Life 
A long the Care Continuum and is guided by the curricular themes of innovation , population health , 
interprofessional collaboration , and practice excellence. Students in the H.E.R.E. Fellows Program are 
exemplars of the principles and themes of the curriculum and serve as leaders and professional role models 
of JCN, peer-to-peer mentors, ambassadors for community service, and models of academic excellence. 
Paul Alves Claire Donahue Laura Myers 
David Anders Alyssa Fania Rathpagna Norin 
Matthew Budock Kelly Forde Brianna Passaro 
Kacie Capozzoli Joseph Fugelo Priyanka Patel 
Christina Carbone Emma Gilbert Samir Patel 
Felicia Cramer Shannon Gledhill Andrea Rivera Rodriguez 
Alan Dang Victoria Gocht Yuriy Silchuk 
Brandon Deckman Megan Kersey Cara Spiess 
Timothy DeYoung Alyssa Meeks Rachael Stieg 
Christina Diafas Samantha Moffitt Kayla Zibbell 
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The University Mace 
Originally a medieval weapon, the mace evolved from a short staff weighted with metal C used for breaking 
armor) into a bejeweled and sculptural relic. It fell into disuse by the 16th century as firearms made 
protective armor and some hand-to-hand combat weapons obsolete. In one of the earliest ceremonial uses of 
the mace, it was carried by the royal bodyguard before the French king in the 1200s. Examples of the mace 
as a symbol of authority in modern government include its use in the British House of Commons where the 
ceremonial mace has a presence on the Treasury table, and in the U.S. House of Representatives, where it 
is placed on a pedestal to the right of the Speaker's podium when the House is convened. Universities also 
used the ceremonial mace, borne by the chief marshal, during academic processions. 
The Thomas Jefferson University Mace, carried for the first time in the 1986 commencement ceremonies 
by Grand Marshal Robert Mandle, PhD, was designed and cast by Howard Serlick, member of the Guild 
of Mastercraftsmen, Winterthur Scholar and Chief Conservator (Gilding) of the Historical Society of 
Pennsylvania. It was crafted by silversmith Eugene Zweigle and woodturner Michael Copeland. 
The four-foot-long, 14-pound mace is made of ebony highlighted with lapis lazuli to reflect Jefferson's colors 
(black and blue). It features a miniature of Henry Mitchell's sculpture, the "Winged Ox of Saint Luke," 
symbol of Saint Luke the Physician, the original of which stands on campus beside the Scott Building on 
Walnut Street. The miniature was cast in silver by Zweigle. 
Mitchell's original statue of the "Winged Ox," adopted by the University in 1976 as its symbol of clinical 
excellence, is mounted_ on a column containing the names of 50 medical scientists who have most advanced 
the art of healing. It also reflects the historical evolution of Thomas Jefferson University from its beginnings 
as Jefferson Medical College in 1824 to its current status as an academic institution comprising of Sidney 
Kimmel Medical College and the Jefferson Colleges of Biomedical Sciences, Health Professions, Nursing, 
Pharmacy and Population Health. The mace, a grand emblem of the University's heritage, is carried at the head 
of all formal academic processions. 
The Presidential Medallion of Thomas Jefferson University 
The President's Medallion was created in 2009 during the tenure of Robert L. Barchi, MD, PhD, the fourth 
President of Thomas Jefferson University. It replaced the previous, well-worn President 's Medallion made in 
1977, which had depicted four old corporate seals used in various eras of the institution's history. 
The current medallion was designed and crafted by Tiffany & Company, New York. It consists of a sterling silver 
medallion suspended from a heavy, silver double-link chain. The medallion's obverse depicts the University seal; 
a bas-relief profile of Thomas Jefferson and the surround reads, "THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY - 1824," 
the year the institution was founded. The reverse is engraved with the names of the four University Presidents. 
Silver is a metal long-associated with medicine and is recognized to have anti- bacterial properties. 
Hippocrates (ca. 300 BCE) acknowledged the healing powers of silver and the ancients used silver bottles to 
keep water or wine from spoiling. The expression "born with a silver spoon in your mouth" comes from the 
Middle Ages; when the wealthy gave their children silver spoons to suck on to prevent disease. 
Like many academic traditions, the display of a heavy "chain of office" comes down to us from medieval 
regalia and represents the weight of responsibility for the wearer. The chain itself connotes strength in 
unity, as well as strong communication. 
The Presidential Medallion is worn by the President at all convocations of the University. 
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The Jefferson Processional 
The Jefferson Processional was commissioned by the Alumni Association of Jefferson Medical College, 
now named Sidney Kimmel Medical College, and played for the first time on November 15, 1974, at the 
Sesquicentennial Celebration of the Sidney Kimmel Medical College of Thomas Jefferson University. This 
piece was presented to Thomas Jefferson University by the President of the Alumni Association, John J . 
Gartland, M.D. It was composed by Burle Marx. 
Academic Regalia 
The attire worn at academic ceremonies evolved from the dress worn by clergy in the 12th and 13th 
centuries. In 1222, the Archbishop of Canterbury, Stephen Langston, decreed that a closed, flowing gown 
known as the cappa clausa be worn by all clerics within his jurisdiction. Because Oxford and Cambridge 
were within the provinces of Canterbury, the clerks at both institutions adopted this style of attire. Hoods 
seem to have served to cover the tonsured head until superseded for that purpose by the skull cap. 
Throughout the years European universities have continued to show great diversity in their academic dress. 
American universities, on the other hand, when they decided to adopt academic dress in 1895, immediately 
established a code of regulations which today is followed by practically all American institutions. The 
establishment of this code has made it possible to distinguish the associate's, bachelor's, master's and doctoral 
degrees and, at the same time, recognize the university which has conferred the degree. 
The associate in arts and bachelor's gowns have pointed sleeves and are worn closed. The master's gown 
has oblong sleeves, open at the wrist. The rear part of its oblong shape is square cut and the front part has 
an arc cut away, and is worn open or closed. The doctor's gown has bell-shaped sleeves. It is worn open or 
closed. The majority of gowns are black, but a number of institutions have adopted other colors to identify 
special programs or groups within that institution. 
The hoods vary in length: 48 inches for the doctoral degree, 42 inches for the master's and 36 inches for 
the bachelor's and associate's. All hoods are lined in silk in the academic color or colors of the institution 
conferring the degree. If the institution has more than one color, the colors are shown in divisions using 
chevrons. The binding or edge of the doctoral, master's and bachelor's hoods are usually made of velvet in 
the color designating the subject in which the degree was granted. The associate's hood does not have a 
velvet border. The outside is black. 
Black mortarboards are most commonly worn; four-sided and six-sided tams of various colors are also used. 
Some of the colors in the bindings of the hoods are: 
White .... . . ...... ..... .. ... . . . Arts and Letters Apricot .. .. . .. . . . . .... . ..... .. . . ... . .Nursing 
Tan . .. . . . . . .. . . ... .. . ..... . . . . .. . .. Business Olive Drab . .. . .. . ... . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . Pharmacy 
Lilac ........ . . ... . ...... .. . . .. . .... .Dentistry Dark Blue . .. .. .. . .... .. . . .. . . .... . Philosophy 
Light Blue ... ... .. .. ....... . . . .. .. . .Education Salmon Pink .. . ..... . . .... . ... . .. Public Health 
Purple ......... . .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... . .... ... Law Golden Yellow .. . .... . .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. Science 
Green ...... . . . . . .... .. . .. .. . . . ... . . Medicine 
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